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Abstract
DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF A DE NOVO PROTEIN CHARGE SEPARATION DYAD
By
Andrew C. Mutter

Advisor: Ronald L. Koder

The ever-increasing demand for cheap, plentiful energy to fuel the needs of a growing population requires
research into alternative clean energy. Solar irradiation has the potential to power the planet many times
over; the challenge is efficient capture and conversion of this energy source. Nature has already solved
this problem with photosynthesis, which harvests solar irradiation converting it to stored chemical energy
and is the source of the energy for life. The goal of my dissertation is to use de novo designed protein to
mimic the charge separation system in photosynthesis. A stable protein scaffold will be designed and
used to position photoactive cofactors at predetermined distances to yield a high efficient charge
separation domain. The creation of a simple single chain four helix bundle protein capable of binding two
to three distinct cofactors for use as a light-activated charge separation domain is described. This protein
was de novo designed using biologically derived binary patterning with metal ligand coordination and
cysteine modification to control cofactor placement. The use of a heme and zinc phthalocyanine cofactors
allow for simple bis-histidine and mono-histidine binding sites as the differentiating factor positioning and
the quinone is positioned using cysteine mutations. The domain has been expressed and combined with
cofactors and biophysically characterized and preliminary data on electron transfer have been obtained.
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CHAPTER 1
1.

Introduction

This dissertation’s goal is to implement simple design parameters into a de novo protein to achieve a
charge separation domain that can be used in a robust light-activated fuel cell.
The world demand for energy is not abating and the production of this energy is increasingly reliant on
fossil fuels which come bundled with increased CO2 production and global warming(1, 2). The need to
find cheap clean alternative energy sources is paramount in the coming decades.
The most abundant source of energy is solar radiation. On an average day 120,000TW of energy bathes
the surface of Earth, this represents 7000 times the annual energy needs of the world (3, 4); if this energy
could be perfectly harvested, it would take thirteen seconds of solar energy to satisfy the world’s annual
energy needs. This source of energy not only could power the future but is the original source of the
energy released in the burning of fossil fuels. This radiant diffuse energy is captured and converted into
chemical energy by the processes of photosynthesis.
Photosynthesis evolved around 3.4 billion years ago in bacteria(5, 6). The biggest transition in evolution
on this planet came with the development of oxygenic photosynthesis around 2.2 -2.4 billion year ago (7,
8). With advantages of abundant source of electrons in water and a toxic byproduct, oxygen, oxygenic
photosynthesis rapidly took over the planet. This transition created the world we know today and is still
powering its future. The need for man-made, efficient, long-lived charge separations capable of
converting light energy into chemical or electrical energy outside of an organism is an important goal for
the twenty-first century.
To make such a device the tools of molecular biology and protein design need to focused onto the goal of
charge separation. The central dogma of molecular biology states that a section of DNA coding for a
protein is transcribed to RNA is then translated into an amino acid sequence resulting in the protein
product(9). Inherent in this dogma is the structure-function relationship between linear sequence and a
folded, functional protein product. This relationship was proven experimentally by Anfinsen with his work
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on ribonuclease A (10). Using this principle, research into protein structural prediction and creation of new
protein folds and proteins has been the focus of de novo protein design field.
Decades of investigation have led to an interdisciplinary field that uses all or some of the attributes from:
ab inito physical parameters, libraries of structural information, and rational iterative design. The goals of
these investigations include: structural prediction, natural protein modification, or the creation of new
model proteins. Creating model proteins or ‘maquettes’ allows for simplification of sequence and structure
removing layers of evolution to help study the fundamental parameters for protein design and is the
perfect tool for creating a charge separation domain(11).
De novo protein design of tetrameric -helical bundles is a mature field with its roots in the protein folding
question(12, 13). The use of simple design principles of polar/non polar pattering(14, 15) combined with
empirical structural prediction (16) allows the design and expression of modular scaffold proteins that fold
into the desired structure. The success of protein design relies on the ability to create an amino acid
sequence that will fold into the desired folded architecture. A natural or designed protein is a string of
amino acids that may adopt a number of structures. A folded protein has a low energy ‘native’ state that is
separated from the continuum of unfolded states and lower in energy than any molten globular structure
or non-functional fold. Groundbreaking work was undertaken in the 1980-90s that was able to replicate
native folded proteins with unique sequences for both -helices (17, 18) and beta-sheet proteins(19).
Topology control of dimeric four -helix bundles based on the fold of Rop protein was carried out by Betz
et al. (20). Using simple hierarchical iterative design strategies a robust simple design tool box for helical
proteins has been established.
The transition from a fossil fuel economy to a solar economy is paramount. To achieve these goals
multiple paths are being pursued from material science and nano-technology to synthetic biology and
biomass cultivation. In the end the goal is to make a robust and efficient man-made photosynthetic
apparatus. Using biological photosynthesis apparatus as a design template, simple engineering principles
will be used to template de novo designed proteins that will be used as scaffolds to hold chromophores at
the correct distances to achieve efficient light-activated charge separation. The ability to use recombinant
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protein synthesis techniques and chemically synthesized cofactors creates the potential for a scalable
end product useful in the creation of a light-activated bio-fuel cell.
To achieve the goal of creating a de novo charge separation domain three avenues of investigation have
been undertaken. The first is a theoretical study of a linear idealized arrangement of cofactors that make
a photosynthetic charge separation unit. This study include Marcus theory(21) and the Dutton-Moser
‘ruler’(22) and was used as guidelines for designing a four -helix bundles. De novo protein design
techniques were used to create a -helix bundle capable of holding three cofactors to create a
photosynthetic unit. Thirdly ultrafast spectroscopy probed the final proteins.
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Chapter 2
2.

Charge Separation Design parameters

The ability to create a de novo charge separation protein derives from the combination of bio-mimicry
strategies and rational design. By templating from natural photosynthesis and using Marcus theory of
electron transfer together with empirical free energy and distance parameters from the Moser-Dutton
ruler, optimal design parameters can be determined.

Figure 1 Schematic Photosynthesis
Cartoon representation of the light driven part of photosynthesis yellow arrows represent light, blue arrow are electron flow, and
red arrows indicate proton movement. Electrons originate from the oxygen evolving center (OEC) through Photosystem II (PSII),
Quinones (Q) pass the electrons to Cytochrome b6f complex (Cycb6f), the soluble protein Plastocyanin (PC) then passes the
electron to Photosystem I (PSI), which ends by reducing NADP to NADPH. Protons are transferred by Quinones and Cycb6f and
pass through F-ATPase generating ATP rom ADP and phosphate

2.1

Photosynthesis
→

(1)

The simplest definition of photosynthesis is the process of converting light energy into chemical fuel. The
general chemical process in photosynthesis is shown in Equation 1. Conversion of water and carbon
dioxide to sugar and oxygen requires a system of proteins to harvest light and convert it to the usable
biological fuel that powers cellular metabolism. The first steps in this operation take place in protein
4

Figure 2 Diagram of Z scheme

Optimized representation of the energy levels of the electron transfers in photosynthesis

complexes that harvest light and funnel it to a pre-aligned charge separation domains that function at an
astonishingly efficient rate (23). The functional core of these domains is three aligned cofactors: the
primary donor, the acceptor and the electron donor. In photosynthesis the primary donor (chlorophyll) is
excited by incident light and transfers an electron to a nearby acceptor (pheophytin), a third cofactor then
donates an electron to refill the primary donor. This simple triad is the heart of photosynthesis and thus
provides us with the key engineering blueprint for our work. By modeling this apparatus in de novo
designed proteins, simple robust nano-machines can be made to capture light energy.
Solar energy conversion machines, in nature employ a number of small molecules cofactors to serve as
discrete sites for single electron binding (5). This arrangement is optimized to achieve charge separation.
Charge separation in these proteins is accomplished through a cascading series of individual electron
transfer events (highlighted in Figure 2) initiated by the absorption of a photon at a central cofactor
termed the primary-donor. The arrangement and electrochemical attributes of the electron accepting
cofactors facilitate the transfer of electrons away from primary-donor (24, 25). This charge separation
results in the creation of potential energy gradient which can be coupled to a chemical reaction or
reactions to create a storable, diffusible form of chemical energy.
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2.2

Marcus Theory and Electron Transfer in Biology

The transfer of an electron from a donor molecule to an acceptor molecule is the central process in all
metabolism. High energy electrons are generated by light in photosynthesis or from the ‘combustion’ of
organic material. These electrons are commonly funneled through an assembly of membrane bound

Figure 3 Marcus Parabolas
One dimensional nuclear potential energy surface representation of equal potential reactant (R) and product (P). The vertical axis is
free energy and the horizontal axis represents nuclear coordinated .The reorganizational energy  is shown with an arrow. Dashed
lines represent the electronic coupling.

proteins that couple electron transfer to the transport of protons across the membrane building up a
chemiosmotic potential that is tapped to make adenosine triphosphate (ATP) for work elsewhere within
the organism. A cartoon representation for photosynthesis is shown in Figure 1. The rules that govern
these transfers are the same for all electron transfer reactions and have been qualified in classical and
quantum theories. By studying the underlying physics, one can reveal the parameters nature exploits to
achieve charge separation.
The rate of electron transfer in solution as described by Marcus in 1956 (21) involves a three step
process, first reaction molecules come together to form an encounter complex, second, within the
encounter complex, a transition state occurs allowing enhanced coupling of individual wave functions and
electron transfer to occurs, thirdly the newly form products dissociate. This scheme is outlined in Equation
2.
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↔[

]→ [

(2)

]↔

This encounter complex and transition state is based on the work of Eyring (26) permitting a one
dimensional projection of the nuclear coordinates of the reacting species to be made. This projection
allows one to visualize the orbital energies that allow for electron transfer. Figure 3 shows a free energy
projection of a theoretical complex. Since an electron is involved, the Frank-Condon principle (27) is
conserved by allowing the transfer to occur at the intersection of the free energy curves. With these
parameters in place the solution for a bimolecular electron transfer reaction becomes:

{

(

}

)

(3)
(4)

o

Where G is the standard free energy of reaction and is the reorganizational energy term composed of
both solvation and vibrational components (21, 28, 29), commonly described as the energy required to
distort the equilibrium configuration of the reactant curve to the product curve without transfer of an
electron. Equations 3 and 4 combine to show a predicted electron transfer rate that will increase with
increasing G until G= where the rate will be barrier-less, and then the rate will decrease in the
‘inverted’ region with increasing G. This is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Marcus parabolas and the inverted region

Marcus curves showing the effect of driving force on the intersection of reactant (R) and products (P) from
equipotential to larger than  (A-D). E plot of electron transfer rates verses driving force showing inverted region.

In many biological electron transfer events, an encounter complex is not formed. Instead large molecular
machines hold reacting molecules at fixed distances within in the scaffolds of their component proteins.
For electron transfer to take place there must be electronic coupling to allow for non-adiabatic transfer.
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Fermi’s golden rule (Equation 5) can be, used in these cases to calculate electron transfer rates between
quantum states, where H is the electronic coupling element and  is the transition probability related to
the overlap of states can be used in this situation. When applied to Equations 3 and 4 for a reacting
complex at fixed distance the resultant is Equation 6:

(5)
(

)

(6)

√

These large molecular machines have been purified and their intrinsic electron transfer rates have been
elucidated.
Starting in 1960 Chance and Nishimura determined that electron transfer in biological systems occurs via
a tunneling mechanism by finding that electron transfer rate between cytochrome c and the reaction
center in whole cell suspensions of Chromatium vinosum at 40 K and 300 K was constant (30). In
subsequent experiments by Chance and DeVault using pulsed laser spectroscopy the electron transfer
was shown to be invariant from 4-120 K (31). In addition to natural ET rates, the rates of ruthenium
modified cytochrome-c and myoglobin proteins have also been characterized (32-34). When these rates
were tallied against crystallographical distance parameters an empirical trend of electron transfer rates
could be made. The equations derived from empirically fitting these data are known as the Dutton-Moser
ruler (22, 35). This ruler may be applied in the contest of both downhill Equation 7 and up hill Equation 8
electron transfer reactions.

(

(

)

(

)

(

)
)

(7)
(8)

The importance of these empirically derived formulas to the synthetic biologist is that manipulable
parameters of distance and G explicitly and simply determine the electron transfer rate. With this
measuring stick in hand, and the reliance on a compact folded protein interior a designer may focus on
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optimizing distance and free energy inside the scaffold of the four -helix bundles. Thus a complex design
process is simplified.
2.3

Charge Separation

Marcus theory’s prediction of an ‘inverted’ region of electron transfer rates is important to photosynthesis
(22, 29). The ability of natural photosynthesis to maintain a near 100% quantum yield in charge
separation lies in the tuning of the protein matrix to control distance and free energy parameters of the
initial two cofactor ‘dyad’ of the primary light driven electron donor with the acceptor and the back filling
donor cofactors to use both sides of the Marcus curve. To create a charge separated state involves
careful choreography: the energy imparted to the excited state by the photon creates a large energy gap.
This energy gap, in the context of an acceptor with the proper reduction potential and distance, allows a
rapid forward electron transfer in the normal Marcus region at the same time as it generates a large G
from that acceptor back to the ground state. Thus the back transfer lies in the inverted region of the
Marcus curve and recombination is retarded. The final dance partner in this choreography is the back
filling donor which fills the ground state trapping the charge separated state. This situation traps the
charge separated state. A free energy diagram showing the states involved is shown in Figure 5. In
biology the electron in passed through multiple acceptors increasing the distance and converting the
potential energy of the excited state. The key three cofactor setup is the heart of charge separation and
the key goal of this dissertation.
Years of research on natural and synthetic systems have helped to understand the factors that control the
initial events in the charge separation apparatus. Chemists have made an intensive effort over the past
forty years to recreate the charge separation capability of these devices in synthetic systems (36-38). The
minimal construct that can achieve long-lived charge separation contains a primary-donor along with two
other cofactors acting as primary acceptor and back filling donor. These three elements define the
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Figure 5 Excited state activation of the Marcus inverted region
(A) Energy level diagram of the states involved in photo excited electron separation, compared to (B) the Marcus parabolas of those
states which leads to (C) forward electron transfer being achieved at optimum rate while pushing relaxation to ground state in the
inverted region.

photosynthetic cofactor triad (PCT) (37, 39, 40). Researchers have attempted to engineer protein-based
PCTs, either through the reengineering of natural proteins (41), or de novo design of new artificial
proteins (42). An optimal PCT construct will maximize the yield of the charge separated state and
minimize energy loss while maintaining the state for as long as necessary before decaying to the ground
state. These performance metrics are intimately related to the microscopic ET rates which themselves are
a function of the reduction potentials and the spatial arrangement of the three cofactors. Given the large
expense and long time scale of these design efforts, it is important to understand the optimal structure
and properties of this molecule from the beginning of the design process. The key is to identify the set of
microscopic parameters which when manipulated can result in maximum benefit during the design
process.
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2.4

Analysis of an Ideal Photosynthetic Cofactor Triad

Figure 6 Defining the states in a PCT
(A) Energy level diagram of the sates needed for charge separation with forward electron transfer shown with red arrows and
relaxation shown with green arrows. (B) Diagram of the energy levels of the states in C. The k-variables denote the corresponding
microscopic single-electron ET rates. (C) Discrete steps in the formation of the charge separated state: The primary-donor molecule
P in the ground state configuration G≡DPA absorbs a photon of the correct frequency to form G*≡DP*A, where P* is the photo
excited state of P. The excited electron transfers to the acceptor cofactor, A, forming the intermediate state I ≡DP+A−. The donor
cofactor, D, then transfers an electron into P+, resulting in the charge separated state C≡D+PA−.

Figure 6 shows the steps involved in the creation of a charge separated state in a linear PCT. From the
ground state (G) light excites the primary donor (P) to P* this state is name G*. This initial event is taken
to be complete and is the branching point for the series of steps that take place afterwards. P* can
transfer its electron to the nearby acceptor (A) to create state intermediate (I). A full charge separated
+

state (C) is created when the donor (D) transfers its electron to the ground state of P . The end charge
+

-

separated state consists of D P A . Each forward electron transfer has a rate associated with it along with
a competing rate for recombination or decay to the ground state. State C may relax through state I where
+

-

-

+

P receives and electron from A . By having a linear arrangement direct relaxation of A to D in excluded.
Equation 9 shows the steps and associated rate constants.

←

→

→

→

→

(9)

To start the analysis of this system, a list of master equations for the transitions in F is compiled making
Equations 10-13.
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(
(

)

(10)

)

(11)
(12)
(13)

Equations 10-13 may be integrated and combined to achieve Equation 14 which has an analytical
solution of C(t) shown in Equation 15. The full derivation may be found in reference (43).
( )
(

( )

(

( )

( )

(14)

)

)(

)

(

)(

)

(

)(

)

(15)

Plotting the fractional concentration of C(t) verse time from Equation 15 gives Figure 7 which highlights
insights into the characteristics of charge separation in this system: an exponential buildup of state C with
a rate constant k+, followed by a quasi-steadystate (QSS) plateau region that decays exponentially at the
rate k-. The length of time for which the QSS persists is termed the charge separation lifetime (C), and
the population of C at the plateau stage is termed the yield of charge separation (YC). The rate (k*+k*PA) is
the rate at which the state G* is initially populated by G; I then subsequently populates C at the rate k +. To
ensure that the system achieves charge separation the rate of decay from the excited state to ground
state (k*) is made to be much smaller than the forward rate (k*PA).
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Figure 7 The evolution of the charge separated state C(T)
C(T) is normalized by G*(0), which is take to be unity. A central quasi-steadystate (QSS) plateau region is formed when the
timescales for excited state population, intermediate formation, and charge separation are well separated. The lifetime of the charge
separated state can be define the decay time of the QSS, C=1/k-. The horizontal line marks the yield, YC, defined as the value of C
in QSS.

Stemming from the solution in Equation 15 and shown in the plot in Figure 7 is that the lifetime of the
QSS is controlled by the rate of decay of C (k -). This rate can be further calculated from the microscopic
rates set up in the reaction scheme resulting in Equation 16.

(

))⁄(

(

⁄

(

)

(

⁄

))

(16)

The yield of the QSS can be seen as the plateau in Figure 7 and can be approximated by Equation 17:

⁄(

)

(17)

Where:
( )
(

)

(18)

Now we have expressions for the lifetime and yield for the theoretical PCT that rely on the inherent
tunneling rates for the reaction scheme in Equation 9. Applying these findings to the Dutton-Moser ruler
enables distance and free energy relationships to be examined. The system’s distance parameters are:
(19)
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Figure 8 Energy diagram for a PCT
Schematic diagram for the energy states, and distance parameters involved in a PCT The vertical axis is in the direction of
increasing energy. The edge-to-edge separations of the D-P pair and the P-A pair are labeled as rD and rA, respectively. The
respective reduction potentials are defined in terms of the half-cell potentials. The driving force for the system is h which is used to
populate the P* state. The output of the system can be defined as G↑DA can be related to efficiency η = (G↑DA/h). All rate
constants except k* are determined by the Dutton-Moser ruler.

Figure 9 Sensitivity of the yield and efficiency of a typical PCT to G↑PA and r
The following parameters are fixed: The light frequency h=1.8 eV, the reorganization energy =0.7 eV, the size RC~16 Å, and the
relaxation rate at 1/k* = 1 ns. (A) Illustration of possible changes in r made while keeping RC fixed. (B) Predictions for YC made
using differing values of G↑PA plotted as a function of r. Open symbols are used to indicate r≥0 and solid symbols for r<0. Note
that in each case, a maximum YC of ≈0:81 is achieved at some optimal r<0. (C) Re-plot of the same data explicitly showing the
variation in yield and efficiency as G↑PA and r are varied. η is defined in Figure 8. Legends mark different r values varied in 1Å
increments evaluated at the same points as in (B). The r value at the maximum are labeled explicitly

The results from computational analysis of these parameters are shown in Figure 9. The highest yield of
charge separation is obtained when A is closer to P than D. There appears to be a linear trend of r with
increasing energy difference between acceptor and primary donor ground state. As seen in Figure 9
increasing the energy difference from 1.4 eV to 1.7 eV both increases the efficiency (Figure 9C) and r
moves toward the acceptor (Figure 9 B and C). This trend of acceptor being closer to the primary donor is
also seen in natural photosystems as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10 Representative structures of natural photosynthetic cofactor triads
Primary donors P are colored green with th Primary donors P are colored green with the donor D and acceptor A cofactors colored
red in each structure. Distances are measured edge-to-edge. (left) Reaction Center complex from Blastochloris viridis (PDB ID
2X5U) (44), (center) Photosystem II fromThermosynechococcus elongates (PDB ID 3BZ1) (45) , and (right) is Photosystem I
Plastcyanin complex from Prochlorothrix hollandica created by computational docking (46). Images and distances were created
using Pymol.

The energy imparted to P creates the P* state and creates the energy differential that sets up free energy
landscape of the PCT. These states are described in Figure 8. To get a high yield the forward electron
P*→ A transfer rate must be much faster than the competing reactions A- →P*, A- →P, and P*→P back
to the ground state. When the three state kinetic system is solved and applied to the Dutton-Moser ruler 
and G become key to deriving yield.
It is found that this condition is satisfied when G
difference of 35mV for G

↑

AP*

↑

PA>h/2

and h>2as shown in Figure 11B. An energy
-

is enough to suppress the back of A →P*. These findings have important

implication in the long-wavelength limit of natural photosynthesis. Using optimized distance parameters
for our PCT set up it is found that when G

↑

PA

is varied to h a significant drop off in yield is found and 2

is a limit for reasonable charge separated yield as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11 Predicted long-wavelength limit or red-edge for efficient solar energy conversion.
(A) Calculated yield of PCT using optimized r with. A long wavelength limit occurs at energies smaller than 2. Wavelength limits of
natural systems depicted above the axis are taken from [34]. (B) Marcus curve calculated from PCT kinetic substituted into Dutton –
Moser rule and the energy parameters form Figure 8.

2.5

Usable Findings

From the theoretical analysis of a linear PCT three designable features are found. First a linear
arrangement of cofactors can minimize back electron transfer to the ground state. This arrangement is
optimal for a four -helix bundle with cofactors held in the core or the protein. Second, the positioning of
acceptor molecule needs to be closer to the primary donor than the back filling donor. Again a four -helix
bundle can easily be engineered to move cofactors along its axis to change distance parameters. The
third finding is related to  and primary donor ground state free energy. In interpreting the empirical
evidence from the Dutton-Moser ruler  is taken to be the average value of 0.7eV and at this time is not a
variable that can be engineered. As for the free energy of the cofactors a variety of molecules can be
used to tune the landscape.
These parameters are for a theoretical linear three cofactor charge separation model. The findings from
this study show clear insight into the workings of this fundamental unit of natural photosynthesis. The
guidelines that have been found here are to be used to help optimize the creation of a de novo protein
construct. The analysis will also be applied to the final construct when charge separation is achieved.
The next section will cover the creation of the family of proteins to used as scaffolds for the creation of
dyad and triad cofactor assemblies.
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Chapter 3
3.

Design and Implementation of Single Chain Four -Helix Bundle

3.1
3.1.1

Background of four helix bundle de novo design
The design process for the proteins in this work

Expanding the design language into cofactor binding is the next step in de novo protein design and has
been pursued from the inception. By taking successful structural design tools and using simple biomimetic ideas, simple helical bundle motifs have been used as scaffolds for metals centers, porphyrins
such as heme (47) and chlorophyll (48) and even abiological cofactors (49, 50). The work on heme
binding maquette scaffold proteins (11) is the starting point for this work.
The progenitor protein for this project was the homodimeric maquette protein HP7 which binds two heme
cofactors at two bis-histidine heme ligation sites with one histidine ligand originating from each helix (5153). This protein is derived from a series of progenitor proteins which started with the prototype maquette
protein H10H24 (47), a tetrameric four α-helix bundle protein and progressed through the design

Figure 12 HP7 vs HHHH topology
Cartoon model of the changes in topology from HP7 on the left compared with the new single chain variant HHHH on right. HP7
homodimeric form leaves a dynamic open end which is conformational restricted with the new glycine strap in the single chain
protein
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intermediates to HP-1 (54, 55). As H10H24 has been shown to bind a wide array of porphyrins, including
heme A (56), iron mesoporphyrin IX, and iron 1-methyl-2-oxo-mesoheme XIII (57), it seemed likely that
HP7 would be able to incorporate a cofactor with a significantly different macrocycle structure such as
ZnPc. Furthermore, Noy and coworkers have recently reported that HP7 binds zinc bacteriochlorophyllide
as mixed monomers and dimers at each binding site (48).
The goal for this thesis was to convert a diheme binding protein into a scaffold that can bind two separate
cofactors in individual binding sites using simplified rational design with minimal computational time. To
limit the variables in the design process, a fully characterized helix-loop-helix protein was modified to a
new single chain protein consisting of four -helices coded by unique DNA sequences for each helix to
facilitate modification of individual binding sites. Figure 13 shows a secondary structure schematic of the
new construct HHHH with its sequence overlaid. Included if Figure 13 are cartoon symbols to help identify
histidine and quinone locations and placement

Figure 13 Single chain protein HHHH sequence and structure map
Schematic of single chain protein structure and sequence showing helix numbering and histidine coordination sites (orange
pentagons).

Using coordination preferences of iron and zinc macrocycles, binding sites can be modeled for individual
cofactors via histidine placement. Iron porphyrins requiring hexa-coordination from bis-histidine binding
are excluded from zinc porphyrin’s binding sites via preference for penta-coordination made possible by a
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single histidine (58-60). In this study, the ability to bind specific cofactors porphyrins and phthalocyanines
and specify their placement using histidine ligation will expand the current knowledge of bundle dynamics
and topology and add to the robustness of the binary pattern design process.
3.1.2

Creation of single chain four -helix bundle protein

Using the amino acid sequence of progenitor protein HP7 as a template, a new single chain protein
HHHH was designed. HP7 is a homodimeric protein that associates into a candelabra fold consisting of a
parallel four helix bundle in a syn orientation stabilized by disulfide formation from loop cysteines. Native
structure is achieved through coordination of two heme molecules per bundle (61). These heme
molecules occupy two distinct binding sites developed from the topology of the bundle, one binding at the
open end and the other at the loop end. The two binding sites locations result in distinct heme
environments that play into gaseous ligand dynamics as shown by Zhang et al. (62). Figure 12 shows a
cartoon representation of the topology differences between HP7 and HHHH. A codon optimized 6xHis
tagged expression vector for HHHH was manufactured by Biomatik, Inc. HHHH protein is essentially
HP7-HP7 where the linkage is simple glycine strap; each ‘H’ represents a helix, starting at one and going
to four, and its coordinating histidine.
Creating a single chain four helix bundle changed the topology of the protein by adding a connecting
strap connecting helix two and three together and limiting the conformational freedom of the homodimer’s
open end binding site. Commensurate with this change was the removal of the loop cysteines which
added conformational freedom to the loop site. These changes have been tracked using gaseous ligand
binding dynamics (62) and deep UV-resonance Raman spectroscopy (63). The new single chain binding
sites become strap end, between histidines on helices 1 and 3 and loop end, between helices 2 and 4.
These global changes in protein fold were also probed through heme ligand binding and reduction
potential changes at each end of HHHH protein in binding site mutations HFHF and FHFH. Binding of
zinc phthalocyanine and monosulfonated derivatives were probed in FHHH and HHHF proteins. These
binding studies were used to construct photoactive proteins to study electron transfer dynamics. A list of
protein sequences are in Table 1.
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In the design search for a three cofactor triad protein, histidine ligands were inserted into loops one and
three in HHHH while tryptophans were removed from ZnPc binding pocket and strap (loop two) was
increased by two glycines, this new series of proteins was designated Photo-loop and Photo for no loop
histidines. Further modifications for quinone insertions were made via point mutations at desired sites to
cysteine. A full protein list is in Table 1. A map of sequence to structure is shown in Figure 13.
3.1.3

Use of phthalocyanine cofactor

Figure 14 ZnPcS and Chlorophyll A structure and absorption comparison
Molecular structure of ZnPcS (A) and Chlorophyll A (B). C) Graph of normalized chlorophyll A (green line) and ZnPcS (blue line)
verses average solar irradiance at Earth’s surface (orange line)

Phthalocyanines are porphyrin derivatives with four isoindole subunits linked together through nitrogen
atoms. Phthalocyanine architecture is shown in Figure 14A. Phthlocyanines have become a versatile
research material in the field of photovoltaics and electron transfer due to their facile synthesis,their ability
to utilize up to 70 separate central metal atoms (64) and their excellent thermal and photophysical
properties (65). Zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) has been known to be a light-activated electron donator for at
least a half a century(66). ZnPc has been used in fully synthetic PCT constructs with C 60 fullerenes and
nanotubes along with anthroquinone and other redox molecules (67, 68). ZnPc’s have also been used to
create thin film photovoltaics and dye sensitized solar cells (69, 70). ZnPc wide use in material sciences
show their robustness. Couple this with their spectral properties that closely mimic photosynthetic
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chlorophyll molecules shown in Figure 14, and it is clear that ZnPc is an ideal cofactor for a light-activated
electron transfer dyad protein.
Phthalocyanines’ minor drawback is their highly planar nature which leads to dimerization and stacking
aggregates (65, 71). The ability to obtain monomeric phthalocyanines has been described as the quest
for ‘splendid isolation’ (72). In the pursuit of monomeric species, phthalocyanine chemists look to add
charge, and/or bulky groups to abrogate stacking and allow additions of hydrophilic groups to increase
water solubility of the final modified phthalocyanine (73).
Work with phthalocyanines in biological environments has been limited to nonspecific binding of blood
proteins (74) or incorporation into liposomes for the use in photodynamic therapies experiments (75, 76).
To incorporate a specific binding interaction for ZnPc would expand the field of de novo design and help
make functional materials in the future. While non-biological cofactors such as modified porphyrins and
fully synthetic dyads have been designed and bound into four helix bundle proteins (49, 50) this report
takes a minimalist approach in protein design and combines multiple cofactors into a single scaffold.
To optimize binding of zinc phthalocyanine to target proteins in aqueous environments, aggregation
needs to be destabilized without bulking up the cofactor and leading to steric clashes in the binding
pocket of the designed protein. Taking inspiration from the propionate groups found in hemin, we
surmised that the addition of a charged moiety to the phthalocyanine macrocycle might destabilize the
stacked ZnPc dimer by electrostatic repulsion. To simplify the synthesis and purification of the cofactor,
we chose the singly charged monosulfonate of ZnPc instead of a doubly charged analogue.
3.2
3.2.1

Material and Methods
Protein expression and purification

Genes encoding HHHH, Photo-loop, and Photo (Table 1) were synthesized (Biomatik Corp., Cambridge,
ON) with an N-terminal TEV cut site and inserted between the BamHI and XhoI restriction sites of
pET32a(+)(Novagen). Genes for Photo and Photo-loop were cloned into pET32a(+) between BglI and
XhoI. Further modifications were created by site directed mutagenesis using the Agilent QuikChange
Lightning kit and the primers in Table 2. Primers were purchased from Integrated DNA technologies. All
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proteins, expressed from the plasmids described above as fusions with thioredoxin, were grown and
purified via standard native hexa-histidine tag purification methods. Briefly, 2L cultures of BL21(DE3) E.
coli containing the appropriate plasmid were induced at an OD600 of 1.0 with 0.5 mM isopropyl-βthiogalactopyranoside and shaken for 5 hours at room temperature. Cells were collected by
centrifugation, broken open using a pressure cell disruptor (French press), and purified on a Ninitrilotriacetic acid column (Qiagen, Inc.) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The fusion protein was
dialyzed into 50 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM DTT (dithiothreitol), pH 8.0 and then cleaved overnight with His6tagged TEV protease (Invitrogen, Inc.). The reaction mixture was filtered through Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid
resin, and the purified proteins concentrated by centrifugation in Millipore Centricon YM-3 centrifugal fitrer
units when needed. All stages of purification were monitored by SDS-PAGE. Pure proteins were dialyzed
into either 250 mM boric acid 100 mM KCl pH 9.0 or 25 mM boric acid 10 mM KCl pH 9.5 buffers.
3.2.2

Zinc phthalocyanine monosulfonate synthesis

Originally commercial ZnPc was to be sulfonated with 30% fuming sulfuric acid for 1-5 minutes, this
reaction proved problematic and no monosulfonated product could be detected using thin layer
chromatography (77). It appeared that all ZnPc had been tertasulfonated. The next step was a full
synthesis taking advantage of the simple condensation reaction mechanism using phthalic anhydride and
4-sulfophthalic acid in a 3:1 ratio in the presence of excess urea to form ZnPcS(78). ZnPcS was
synthesized using a modification of the method of d’Allessandro et al. (79): Briefly, a 1:1 molar mixture of
4-sulfophthalic acid and zinc chloride with catalytic amounts of ammonium molybdate were dissolved in
water. To this mixture a 3.5 mole excess of phthalic anhydride and forty parts urea were added and
heated until a homogeneous solution was achieved. 1.5mL aliquots of the mixture were transferred to
20mL ampoules which were flame sealed under vacuum. The ampoules were then heated in a sand bath
behind a blast shield to 200º C for 3 hr then 260º C for 3.5 hr.
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Figure 15 Zinc Phthalocyanine Mono-sulfonate Synthesis
Synthesis scheme and mass spectral data for the formation of zinc phthalocyanine mon-sulfonate
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Table 1 Protein Sequences

Name

Sequence

HHHH

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSNSGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSGGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

FHHH

GEIWKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSNSGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSGGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

HFHH

GEIWKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSNSGSGGEIWKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSGGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

HHFH

GEIWKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSNSGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSTGSGGEIWKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSGGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

HHHF

GEIWKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSNSGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSGGSGGEIWKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

FHHH.FF

GEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSNSGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSTGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSGGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL
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Photo

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo-Loop

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGHGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGHGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo S32C

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGCGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo A82C

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDCLQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo A89C

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEECLNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo F86C

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKCEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo F93C

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQCEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo A82C F93C

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDCLQKFEEALNQCEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo F86C F93C

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKCEEALNQCEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo A82C F93Y

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDCLQKFEEALNQYEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo F86C F93Y

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKCEECLNQYEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo F49Y

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKYEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo A82C S104Y GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDCLQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGYGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL
Photo A89C S32Y

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGYGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEECLNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo F86C S32Y

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGYGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKCEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo F93C S32Y

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGYGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQCEDLKQLGGSGSGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Photo S104Y

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSNSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSGYGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

PHBK13

GEIWKQHADAAIKFAEALNQFADLKQLGGSCSGSGGEIFKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGGGSSTGSGGEILKQHADAAIKFEEALNQFEDLKQLGGSSGGSGGEIFKQFEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL

Table of all protein sequences used in this study. Histidine is highlighted to show macrocycle ligation points. Cysteines were used to attach quinone and Tyrosine were
incorporated for electron donation

Table 2 Primers

Primer name

Primer Sequence

A82C PL for

AATCTGGAAACAGCACGAGGATTGCCTGCAAAAATTCGAAGAGGC

A82C PL rev

GCCTCTTCGAATTTTTGCAGGCAATCCTCGTGCTGTTTCCAGATT

photoloop A86C forward

ACGAGGATGCGCTGCAAAAATGCGAAGAGGCCC

photoloop A86C reverse

GGGCCTCTTCGCATTTTTGCAGCGCATCCTCGT

photoloop L96C forward

CCTGAACCAATTCGAGGATTGCAAACAACTGGGCGGTAGCG

photoloop L96C rev

CGCTACCGCCCAGTTGTTTGCAATCCTCGAATTGGTTCAGG

Photoloop F89C rev

ATCCTCGAATTGGTTCAGGCACTCTTCGAATTTTTGCAGC

Photoloop F89C forward

GCTGCAAAAATTCGAAGAGTGCCTGAACCAATTCGAGGAT

Photoloop F93C for

GAAGAGGCCCTGAACCAATGCGAGGATCTGA

Photoloop F93C reverse

TCAGATCCTCGCATTGGTTCAGGGCCTCTTC

Photoloop H32S forward

GGGTGGTAGCGGCAGCGGCAGCGGTGGC

Photoloop H32S rev

GCCACCGCTGCCGCTGCCGCTACCACCC
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PhotoS32C for

CACCGCTGCCTGAATTGCAACCGCCCAGTTGTTT

PhotoS32C rev

AAACAACTGGGCGGTTGCAATTCAGGCAGCGGTG

Photo_loop_H104C_For

ACAACTGGGCGGTAGCGGTTGTGGCAGCGGC

Photo_loop_H104C_Rev

GCCGCTGCCACAACCGCTACCGCCCAGTTGT

PhotoF56Yfor

GAGGAAGCACTGAACCAGTATGAGGATCTGAAACAACTGG

PhotoF56Yrev

CCAGTTGTTTCAGATCCTCATACTGGTTCAGTGCTTCCTC

photoF49Yfor

GCATGAAGATGCACTGCAGAAATATGAGGAAGCACT

PhotoF49Yrev

AGTGCTTCCTCATATTTCTGCAGTGCATCTTCATGC

FHHHW5Ffor

AACCTGTATTTTCAAGGCGAAATTTTCAAACAACATGAAGATGCACTGC

FHHHW5Frev

GCAGTGCATCTTCATGTTGTTTGAAAATTTCGCCTTGAAAATACAGGTT

FHHHW74Ffor

GGGCAGTGGTGGGGAGATTTTCAAGCAGTTCGAAG

FHHHW74Frev

CTTCGAACTGCTTGAAAATCTCCCCACCACTGCCC

Solid crude product was removed from the ampoules and ground to a powder, washed with brine and
then extracted with ethanol. This results in a mixture of ZnPc sulfonates. Purified ZnPcS was obtained
after flash chromatography of a dry load of raw product, using a mobile phase of 17:4:4
ethylacetate:ethanol:30% ammonia hydroxide. The second band eluted from column is ZnPcS. Purity was
confirmed by mass spectrometry at Hunter College mass spectrometry facility by the late Cliff Sole. The
synthetic outline and resulting mass spectroscopy data are shown in Figure 15.
3.2.3

Complex formation and properties

Spectroscopy
Cofactor binding was monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy, Magnetic Circular Dichroism (MCD), and
fluorescence spectroscopy. UV-Visible spectra were collected on either a HP8452A (Hewlett Packard,
Palo Alto, CA) diode array spectrophotometer running the Olis (Bogart, GA) SpectralWorks software and
equipped with a Quantum Northwest (Liberty Lake, WA) Peltier temperature controller or a Cary500
.

-1

spectrometer (Varian) with a range of 200-800 nm at a scan rate of 600 nm min . Fluorescence emission
spectra were collected on an Olis DM45 fluorescence spectrometer. MCD spectra were measured using
an 1.4 T permanent magnet (Olis) attached to a J-810 CD spectrometer (Jasco) with a range of 200-800
nm at 1 nm steps with a 1 sec response time. Spectra were averaged over four consecutive scans. The
MCD spectra are corrected for CD signal. CD spectra were measured using a J-810 CD spectrometer
(Jasco) as described above but in the absence of the permanent magnet. During all spectroscopy
experiments the temperature was maintained at 20C unless otherwise noted.
MCD data collection was performed by Micheal Tiederman in the lab of Martin Stillman at the University
of Western Ontario.
Cofactor Binding
Protein solutions were 5-10 µM in 250 mM Borate buffer pH 9.0. Experiments were performed in 1 cm
path length screw top cuvettes. Hemin solutions were approximately 1mg/mL in DMSO and exact
concentrations were determined using pyridine hemochrome and the method of Trumpower (80).
Successive 0.1-0.2 equivalent additions of hemin were followed by a 20 minute equilibration period at 20°
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C. UV-Visible spectra were collected after each equilibration and binding was monitored using the bound
heme Soret peak at 412 nm. Binding affinities of reduced hemin were determined in anaerobic cuvettes
under reducing conditions. Kd values were obtained from plots of the Soret band absorbance measured at
426 nm vs. the concentration of hemin added and fit with the tight binding equation:
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is the additional

absorbance of bound hemin at that wavelength, [hem] is the hemin concentration, [prot] is the protein
concentration and Kd is the dissociation constant for the reduced hemin.
For ZnPc and ZnPcS binding, protein samples bound to a single equivalent of heme were first prepared
as above. After addition of a full equivalent of heme, these samples were then passed over a PD-10
desalting column (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) to remove excess DMSO. Protein-heme complex
concentrations were calculated using the bound heme Soret peak at 412 nm.
ZnPc and ZnPcS binding titrations were performed by adding freshly prepared ZnPc in
dimethylformamide (DMF) in 0.1 equivalent quantities to 1 mL aliquots of protein-heme complex at 20
minute intervals. Binding was monitored through spectral changes in the phthalocyanine Q band (630-700
nm). Concurrent fluorescence spectra were also performed and matched well with UV-Vis spectroscopy.
Protein-heme-ZnPc bicofactor complexes were similarly prepared and purified using a PD-10 column as
above.
Reduction potential determination
Reduction potential determinations were performed using the Dutton method (81) with mediator mixture
of: 20 µM duroquinone, 1 µM pyocyanine, 10 µM 2-hydroxy-1,4-naphthoquinone, 10 µM anthraquinone-2sulfonate, 2 µM benzyl viologen, 2 µM methyl viologen, 1 µM phenylsafranine, and 1 µM indigo carmine.
Concentrated solutions of hemoprotein prepared in advance were diluted to 20-30 μM into a solution
containing >100 μM of the corresponding apoprotein in order to eliminate the possibility of heme
dissociation upon reduction. Reported reduction potentials are referenced to a standard hydrogen
electrode. All titrations were performed anaerobically using μL additions of freshly prepared sodium
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dithionite to adjust the solution potential to more negative values and potassium ferricyanide to more
positive values. Redox titrations were analyzed by monitoring the change in Q-band between 500-600nm
as the heme protein was reduced or oxidized. The data were analyzed with the Nernst Equation using an
n-value of 1.0:

(

) [(

)]

(21)

where %Red is the fraction of reduced heme, E is the solution potential, Em is the reduction midpoint
potential and n is the number of electrons.
Enzymatic systems for O2 scrubbing and reduction
Proteins were degassed under N2 flow that had been passed through an O2 scrubbing solution of
vanadium sulfate zinc metal in 5% sulfuric acid (82), for 30 min. Further O2 removal was carried out using
the glucose oxidase/catalase enzymatic system described by Benesch et al.(83). Final O2 scrub was
carried out using 2% glucose with 25 units/ml glucose oxidase, and 250 units/ml catalase(84, 85) in the
cuvette. Recombinant E. coli. ferredoxin-NADP reductase gene in expression plasmid pET28a was a kind
gift from professor Hargrove (86) and purified by standard native nickel column purification procedures
from BL21 E. coli. Ferredoxin-NADP reductase was assayed using cytochrome C (87). Proteins were
reduced using 0.20 mM NADPH and 0.25 µM Ferredoxin-NADP reductase. Full reduction was verified by
UV-Vis spectra. Cofactor fluorescence intensities were recorded with 0.6 mm and 1.24 mm slits width for
excitation and emission respectively. Excitation wavelengths of 550 nm, 600 nm, and 630nm were used
for zinc protoporphyrin IX, zinc chlorine, and zinc phthalocyanine cofactors
Solution molecular weight determination
Oligomerization states were determined using size exclusion chromatography on a Biologic DuoFlow
FPLC pump (Biorad Inc., Hercules, CA) equipped with a Quadtek detector and a Bio-Rad Bioselect 125-5
300x7.6 mm column. Protein was eluted with 50 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM NaCl pH 7.5 at a 0.5 ml/min flow
rate. Protein elution was monitored at 280 nm. The column was standardized using Biorad gel filtration
standard of thyroglobulin, bovine γ-globulin, chicken ovalbumin, equine myoglobin, and vitamin B12, MW
1,350–670,000.
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Protein Mass spectrometry
Protein mass spectrometry was performed by Michael Tiedemann of Martin Stillman’s lab at University of
Western Ontario on a Bruker micrOTOF II ESI-TOF mass spectrometer (Bruker) operated in the positive
ion mode was used for all ESI-MS measurements. Samples were infused into the spectrometer at a rate
−1

of 600 μL h

using a microliter infusion pump. The instrument was calibrated with an external CsI

standard solution. Data were processed using the Bruker DataAnalysis 4.0. Parameters: sample range =
500-4000 m/z; rolling average = 2 × 2 s; end plate offset = -500 V; nebulizer = 2.0 Bar; dry gas temp =
293 K; flow rate = 8.0 L/min; capillary voltage = 4200 V; capillary exit = 180 V; skimmer 1 = 22; hexapole
= 22.50 V; hexapole rf = 600 V. The complete kinetic run was measured from a single mixture.
3.3

Results on phthalocyanine binding in single chain proteins

Figure 16 Schematic overview of the design pathway for heme phthalocyanine dyad protein
(A) Structure of the cofactors used. (B) The design pathway leading to FHHH and HHHF proteins. (C) Primary structure of each
protein used in this work
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3.3.1

Heme binding and electrochemical characterization

Figure 17 Heme binding stoichiometry and reduction potential of the single chain protein H4.
(A) Absorption spectra of 5 μM HHHH titrated with 1 μM aliquots of heme. Inset: Replot of the heme Soret maximum at 414 nm
during the titration demonstrate that two hemes bind per molecule of H4. (B) Equilibrium potentiometric titration of HHHH. Line
drawn is a fit with the Nernst equation with 1.0 electrons and a reduction potential of -286 mV vs NHE.

HP7 and HHHH
HP7 heme binding properties have been well characterized (61, 88). HHHH (H4) shares indicial helix
amino acid sequence and therefore should have heme binding properties similar to HP7. Oxidized heme
binding titrations shows that HHHH tightly binds two equivalents of oxidized hemin (see Figure 5A).
Equilibrium potentiometric titrations show a singly bound heme has a reduction potential of -286 mV vs
NHE (see Table 1 and Figure 17B), a value similar to that of one heme bound to HP7 (52). The
requirement for a large excess of apoprotein in order to ensure the reduced heme remains completely
bound makes it impossible to measure the reduction potential of the di-heme protein without the
measured potential being increased due to a contribution from unbound reduced heme (89). However,
given the fact that the reduced binding constants for proteins in the series have generally been under 2
µM (52) – more than ten-fold less than the protein concentration used, we can estimate that the
measured value is within 10 mV of the real value.
Histidine knockouts proteins
To create a unique a penta-coordination binding site to bind ZnPc we set out to remove one of the two
histidine residues from one of the ZnPcS binding sites. Because there are two binding sites, two such
proteins were created, in both cases removing the histidine from the less constrained helix, the first and
the fourth respectively. We termed the resultant proteins FHHH and HHHF, the H and F designating
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whether a histidine or a phenylalanine resides at the seventh position of each helix. We chose to remove
these histidines as opposed to the ones on the second and third helices to reduce the probability of
ZnPcS-mediated protein dimerization brought about by the rotation of ligand helix to a position facing
solution, a motion more likely to occur on the less constrained terminal helices (53). As shown below,
both proteins are capable of forming the hemin:ZnPcS heterocomplex with the ZnPcS bound as a
monomer.

Figure 18 Oxidized and reduced heme binding to FHHH and HHHF proteins
Absorption spectra of 3μM (A) FHHH and (B) HHHF titrated with 0.1 equivalent aliquots of heme. Binding curve insets show tight
binding with break points at 1:1 heme:protein. Reduced binding of 3 μM FHHH (C) and HHHF (D) data was fit with Eqn. 1 giving K d
of 0.50 ± 0.1 and 0.22 ± 0.02 μM for FHHH and HHHF respectively.

Heme binding and electrochemical characterization of single histidine knockouts
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Table 3 Spectral and binding properties of Dyad proteins

Protein

λ max
Oxidized
(mM-1cm-1)

λ max
Reduced
(mM-1cm-1)

Em (mV)

Kd,red (nM)

Kd,ox (pM)b

Ferric Heme ZnPcS
Complex λmax
(mM−1 cm−1)

Ferrous Heme
ZnPcS Complex
λmax (mM−1 cm−1)

λemmax
Fluorescence
630nm Excite

λmax
ZnPcS
(mM-1cm-1)

HHHF

412 (110)
532 (10)
558 (9)

426 (147)
530 (12)
560 (23)

−260 ± 9

220 ± 22

200 ± 200

412 (96)
532 (11)
558 (11)

426 (90)
530 (12)
560 (17)

689

682(111)

FHHH

414 (151)
532 (13)
558 (11)

428 (188)
532 (15)
560 (30)

−245 ± 2

500 ± 100

400 ± 70

414 (115)
532 (13)
558 (13)

426 (131)
532 (14)
560 (24)

690

682(105)

HHHH

414 (126)
532 (12)
558 (19)

426 (204)
532 (17)
560 (32)

−286 ± 6

HP7H7Fa

414 (129)
530 (12.8)
558 (10.1)

428 (140)
532 (12.1)
560 (20.9)

−260 ± 6

a
b

<pM

600 ± ∼200

300 ± 100

from reference (52)
Calculated using thermodynamic cycles (89)

A single molecule of ferric heme binds to FHHH at the bis-histidine with a binding affinity too tight to
derive a dissociation constant (Figure 18A). However the weaker ferrous heme iron-histidine interaction
allows us to determine a dissociation constant of 500 nM in the reduced state. These findings are shown
in Figure 18C and Table 1. In concert with the bound heme reduction potential (-245 mV vs NHE, Figure
19A), the oxidized affinity of 400 pM can be calculated using a thermodynamic cycle (89). These values
are comparable to those observed previously for the same binding site in HP7 using the knockout mutant
HP7-H7F, see Table 3 (52).
HHHF exhibits tight ferric heme binding. Utilizing ferrous heme binding (Figure 18B) (220 nM), and bound
heme reduction potential (-260 mV vs NHE, Figure 19B) determinations, a ferric heme affinity of 200 pM
can be calculated tabulated results are in Table 3. The alteration of the bundle by a single point mutation
affects the binding of heme minimally. The key finding is that heme only binds in the bis-histidine sites
proving the first stage of controlling cofactor placement.
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Figure 19 Equilibrium potentiometric titrations of FHHH and HHHF
Equilibrium potentiometric titrations of (A) FHHH and (B) HHHF insets show fraction reduced plotted against solution potential and fit
to a one electron Nernst curve giving Em of -245 ± 2 and -260 ± 9 mV verse NHE for FHHH and HHHF respectively.

3.3.2

Zinc Phthalocyanine complex formation

HP7 and HHHH trails
The dimeric protein HP7 binds single equivalent of zinc protoporphyrin IX in a pentacoordinate manner
using only one of the two histidine ligands available in each binding site (90). Addition of more equivalents
results in the binding of an additional zinc hemin in each site in a stacked conformation wherein each zinc
hemin binds one histidine. For this reason we first attempted to add substoichiometric quantities of ZnPc
to HP7 which had a single heme bound, at the Histidine 42 site (51). As Figure 2 demonstrates, even with
ZnPc:HP7 ratios as low as 1:10, the ZnPc molecules bind at this site in a stacked dimeric configuration as
identified by the exciton coupled peak at 630 nm (72). Binding was confirmed by the fact that the
heterocomplex passed through a PD-10 column. Similar results were obtained when adding ZnPc to apo
HP7. These data make it apparent that the larger hydrophobic surface area of ZnPc drives cofactor
dimerization even at very low concentrations; and the malleability of the HP7 active site, which was
engineered to be able to accommodate a variety of porphyrin cofactors (90), enables the ready binding of
the intact ZnPc dimer. In fact the bound dimeric configuration seems to be significantly lower energy than
bound monomeric configuration as the latter is not observable in these optical titrations.
As Figure 20 demonstrates, the sulfonate indeed destabilizes dimer formation in HP7 somewhat – singly
bound ZnPcS is present at low cofactor:protein ratios, but once the binding site is one third full only bound
dimer is present. We further investigated the electronic structure of the bound ZnPcS using magnetic
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circular dichroism. As Figure 26 demonstrates, the dispersive character of the MCD spectrum is indicative
of a cofacial stacked dimer

Figure 20 Phthalocyanine binding to the bis-histidine site in HP7
3 M HP7-heme complex titrated with (A) zinc phthalocyanine and (B) zinc phthalocyanine monosulfonate. (C)Intensity of the
exciton-coupled absorbance peak at 630 nm grows linearly with ZnPc (open circles) and delayed growth with ZnPcS (closed circles)
indicating that at low concentrations zinc phthalocyanine monosulfonate binds to HP7 as a monomer

With the creation of HHHH, ZnPcS titrations were started to define the starting point of phthalocyanine
binding to the single chain bundle. As seen in Figure 21 the change in topology of HHHH from HP7
eliminates monomeric phthalocyanine binding to single heme bound protein. Spectral data also suggests
loss of heme at high ZnPcS:HHHH ratios as the Heme soret peak decreases.

Figure 21 ZnPcS binding to HHHH
3M HHHH protein with on equivalent heme bound titrated against ZnPcS shows eximer formation indicative of phthalocyanine
aggregated state and the decrease in 412 nm Soret peak indicating loss of heme form the protein
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Zinc Phthlocyanine binding to HHHF and FHHH
The creation of proteins FHHH and HHHF facilitate exploring toplology on cofactor placement parameters
and binding. As ZnPcS dimerized on bis-histidine cofactor binding sites all titirations were performed on
one equivalent heme bound proteins.
FHHH
Figure 22A depicts the binding of ZnPcS into FHHH complexed to one molecule of hemin at the bishistidine ligation site (FHHH:heme). A single, monomeric ZnPcS binds tightly at the monohistidine binding
site during the addition of the first equivalent. Binding affinity is too tight to extract a dissociation constant,
as the absorbance increase at the bound Q-band maximum of 682 nm is linear up to the equivalence
point as observed by both absorption (open circles in the inset, Figure 22A) and fluorescence (Figure
23A). However, concomitant with this increase is a linear decrease in the heme Soret peak intensity
(closed circles in the inset, Figure 22A), an indication that ZnPcS binding is somehow altering the heme
binding site. Heme remains bound as evinced both by the 412 nm maximum of the heme Soret band in
the heterocomplex (see Figure 22A).

Figure 22 Formation of the FHHH and HHHF heterocomplexes
(A) Titration of ZnPcS into a 3 M solution of the FHHH heterocomplex. Inset: Replot of the heme Soret peak (closed circles) and
the ZnPcS Q-band peak (open circles) absorbances as a function of added ZnPcS. (B) Titration of ZnPcS into a 3 M solution of the
HHHF heterocomplex. Inset: Replot of the heme Soret peak (closed circles) and the ZnPcS Q-band peak (open circles) absorbance
as a function of added ZnPcS. ZnPcS binding to FHHH is accompanied by a reduction of the heme Soret absorbance before 1
equivalent of ZnPcS is reached while HHHF loses heme Soret absorbance only after the first equivalent of ZnPcS is added.

Addition of a further two ZnPcS equivalents results in the displacement of the bound heme cofactor by a
bound ZnPcS dimer, as evinced by the growth of the exciton coupled ZnPcS dimer peak at 632 nm and
the loss of the heme Soret peak at 412 nm. The observed fluorescence emission intensity also reaches a
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maximum at one equivalent of ZnPcS, and then decreases as the bound cofacial dimer increases,
presumably due to the nonfluorescent dimer reabsorbing a fraction of the emitted fluorescent photons
without re-emitting them as shown in Figure 23A. Also relevant is that fluorescence intensity traces with
ratio plots of Q band (680/630 nm) as shown in Figure 23 as well as B band Q band ratios (680/340 nm)
giving good spectral handles to follow phthalocyanine binding. Since the binding of excess ZnPcS
appears to destabilize heme binding within the bundle having multiple spectrometric handles allow for
quick assessment of cofactor binding.

Figure 23 Fluorescence and phthalocyanine Q-band ratio plots FHHH and HHHF
(A) FHHH and (B) HHHF show insertion of monomeric ZnPcS until one equivalent as the increase in A630 and quenching of
fluorescence is indicative of aggregate formation (65).

HHHF
Figure 22B depicts the binding of ZnPcS into HHHF:heme. Just as for hemin-complexed FHHH, a single,
monomeric ZnPcS binds tightly at the monohistidine binding site during the addition of the first equivalent.
However, in these titrations the heme binding site appears to be unaffected, as evinced by the constant
absorbance of the heme Soret peak at 412 nm (open circles in the inset, Figure 22B). After a full
equivalent binds, the heme is again displaced by ZnPcS. Addition of additional ZnPcS (closed circles,
inset, Figure 22B) results in dimerization of the phthalocyanine cofactor. After a full equivalent binds, the
heme is again displaced by ZnPcS dimers upon addition of additional ZnPcS (closed circles, inset, Figure
22B). Fluorescence and ratio plots nicely correlate to binding (Figure 23) as with FHHH. This binding
pattern is different from FHHH and can only be explained by global differences in binding sites between
the two proteins. The topology differences imparted by the creation of the single chain construct are
shown in Figure 12. The restriction of motion and steric interference by the introduced connecting loop
into the bundle architecture changes the binding environments between the two ends of the bundle.
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Protein mass spectroscopy on heterocomplexes
Electrospray ionization mass spectroscopy (ESIMS) analyses were carried out on heterocomplex
formation in HP7, FHHH, and HHHF. Analysis of the deconvoluted mass spectral data corroborates the
UV-vis and fluorescence data form titrations with phthalocyanine. HP7 data (Figure 24A and B) shows a
mixture of states with apo protein (14237.7 Da) up to protein complexed with heme and two ZnPcS
molecules (16124.6 Da). Mass spectroscopy data for HHHF with charge states is shown in Figure 25.
FHHH data is shown in Figure 24 C and D. Both proteins show similar complex formations with no dimer
ZnPcS complexes present. The mixture of cofactor to protein complexes ascertained from the ionization
process is completely reasonable.

Figure 24 HP7 and FHHH ESIMS data
Apo HP7 (14237.7 Da). (B) HP7 Heme ZnPcS heterocomplex with apo (14237.7 Da), hetero complex with Heme and ZnPcS
(15510.1 Da) and with cofacial dimer (16124.6 Da). (C) Apo FHHH protein (14846.2 Da) and (D) heterocomplex FHHH protein with
additional Heme bound (15461.9 Da) and hetero complex (16120.3 Da)

While electrospray ionization techniques are considered gentle it is not a benign process. Being able to
find correct complex formation is a strong indicator of a stable complex formation. It can be taken that
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HHHF and FHHH bind ZnPcS monomerically and HP7 has a component of stable dimer formation. While
titrations show topological constraints of binding ZnPcS and heme coordination one equivalent complexes
of either protein share the same mass spectral characteristics.

Figure 25 ESI-mass spectral data for the protein HHHF
(A) heme bound (B) heme and ZnPcS bound and (C) low pH denatured HHHF. (A) Shows heme binding to the protein HHHF
indicated by a folded charge state distribution of +8 to +5. The mass difference between the apo-protein (14847.7 Da) and holoprotein (15461.3 Da) matches the mass of heme (~616 Da). (B) Shows heme and ZnPcS binding to HHHF. Three species are
present in the deconvoluted spectrum, apo-protein (14847.7 Da), heme bound-protein (15461.3 Da) and heme and ZnPcS bound
protein (16120.1 Da). The folded protein charge state distribution does not change upon ZnPcS binding and remains at +8 to +6. (C)
Shows the denatured and apo mass of HHHF at 14847.7 Da

3.3.3

Comparing heterocomplexes

Despite the identical sequence of helices in both binding sites, several differences are apparent between
the two single chain heterocomplexes (Table 3): the HHHF heterocomplex has a narrower principle Qband as compared to the FHHH heterocomplex, with a higher extinction coefficient and a more
pronounced side band feature at 612 nm (See Fig. 5B). The heme Soret peak is similarly narrower and
higher in extinction coefficient in HHHF as opposed to the FHHH complex, this is a result of the latter’s
heme binding site Soret peak decrease which was found to be coupled to ZnPcS binding. The role of
topology must be inducing changes in binding site environment from the new connecting strap (Figure
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12). Further analysis of the heterocomplexes were carried out by MCD to elucidate the ligand binding
environment differences between FHHH and HHHHF that could lead to the differences in behavior seen
during titrations.

Figure 26 MCD and absorption spectra of protein heterocomplexes
(A) HP7 (B) FHHH and (C) HHHF with only heme bound (black line) and heme and ZnPcS bound (red line).

MCD spectroscopy of heterocomplexes
MCD spectroscopy has also been shown to provide detailed information about phthalocyanine excited
states(91, 92). The π to π* transitions of porphyrins and phthalocyanines are normally observed in the
absorption spectrum as B (soret) and Q bands. These bands are observed with greater resolution in the
MCD spectrum. The black line in Figure 26 shows the absorption and MCD spectra of heme bound HP7,
FHHH and HHHF. For HP7, Figure 26A black line, the spectra closely resemble the other heme-bound
protein spectra (FHHH and HHHF, Figure 26B and C respectively). The B band at 413 nm in the
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absorption spectra is echoed in the MCD spectra at (+)407 and (-)422 with a crossover of 413 nm. Similar
results are seen with FHHH and HHHF.
As seen in Figure 26B FHHH has the B band at 414 nm in the absorption spectra and corresponding
bands at (+)406 nm and (-)421 nm with a crossover of 413 nm. Figure 26C shows HHHF’s B band at 413
nm in the absorption spectra and corresponding bands at (+)405 nm and (-)420 nm with a crossover of
412 nm. Heme binding to all three proteins is confirmed by the large B band shift for free heme at ~390
nm to a ligand bound wavelength at ~410 nm (93, 94). This series of heme-bound absorption and MCD
spectral data match very closely the spectral data for ferric myoglobin, which indicates that the heme is
bound by the expected histidine residue. This interpretation arises from the band maxima of ~414 nm for
the B band and strong B band MCD signal and the characteristic 555/573 nm Q band region for HP7,
555/575 nm Q band region for FHHH and 556/574 nm Q band region for HHHF (95, 96).
The red line in Figure 26 shows the absorption and MCD spectra of heme and ZnPcS bound HP7, FHHH
and HHHF. In all three absorption and MCD spectra the underlying heme bound spectra have not
significantly changed. This indicates that ZnPcS binding has not perturbed the heme binding environment
and that the histidine remains as the heme binding ligand. Also, present in the absorption and MCD
spectra of FHHH and HHHF are typical phthalocyanine signals (65). For FHHH, Figure 26B, we now
observe a strong ZnPcS Q band at 683 nm which is reflected in the MCD spectra as a very intense band
at (+)672 and (-)685 nm. The Qvib band is at 626 nm, which is off-center in the MCD spectra at (+)626 nm.
Interestingly, the B band of the bound ZnPcS is quite intense in the absorption at 348 nm, however, it is
quite weak in the MCD spectra. The same phenomenon is observed with heme and ZnPcS bound HHHF,
red line in Figure 3C. A strong ZnPcS Q band signal is observed at 682 nm with a Q vib at 613 nm. These
bands are echoed in the MCD spectral data at (+)672 nm and (-)685 nm for the Q band and (+)614 nm.
The absorption and MCD signal for heme and ZnPcS bound HP7, (red line in Figure 26A), is quite
different from FHHH and HHHF. The Q band of the ZnPcS is split into two bands at 634 nm and 685 nm.
This is then reflected in the overlapping bands in the MCD spectrum at (+)625, (-)657, (+)683 and (-)701
nm. This split Q band phenomena with a single B band, located at 349 nm in the absorption spectra, is
typical of homo-dimer phthalocyanines (97).
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As the amino acid sequence of each helix is identical, the observed differences in heme:ZnPcS
heterocomplex formation are most likely due to topology differences in the loop structures at the two
binding sites. ZnPcS is a bulkier macrocyle as compared to hemin (Figure 1A), and it is likely that in
HHHF the ZnPcS cofactor can bind between helices two and four without steric interference from the
loops which connect the helices on that end of the protein – these loops, the one connecting helices one
and two and the one connecting helices three and four, are parallel to the plane of the ZnPcS macrocycle.
On the other end of the protein the loop which connects helices two and three connects diagonally across
the bundle, and this likely sterically affects ZnPcS binding at that end of the protein, altering the ZnPcS
binding geometry in such a way as to affect the heme binding site at the other end of the protein. The
modeled distance between the two cofactors (9 Å) makes it unlikely that there is actual steric contact
between them, thus it seems more likely that one or both of the heme binding helices is affected.
3.4

Conclusions

Strategic placement of histidine residues within a binary patterned four-helix bundle protein yields
monomerically bound cofactor analogues by simple metal ligand coordination. Despite the fact that we
have not added any specific internal packing residues (98) intended to enhance binding, we observe that
binding of both the ferric heme and ZnPcS residues have nanomolar affinities. The engineering guidelines
determined here, which enable the simple insertion of a monomeric ZnPc binding site into an artificial
helical bundle, are a robust starting point for the creation of functional photoactive de novo proteins.
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Chapter 4
4.

Creation and Characterization of a Three Cofactor Binding Bundle

To successfully create an optimal charge separation domain, three cofactors are required. To achieve this
goal the successful ZnPcS binding proteins HHHF and FHHH were modified to incorporate three
cofactors. HHHF and FHHH had features incompatible with charge separation. They contain tryptophans
in the binding pocket of the ZnPcS. Tryptophans are known to quench excited states, and can be redox
active in some proteins including DNA photo ligase (99). Tryptophan has also been found to be involved
in the reduction of Azurin (100). Thus tryptophans were removed from the phthalocyanine binding sites.
Cysteine point mutations and/or histidine mutations were incorporated in loop 1 and 3 to provide a
chemical handle for quinone adduct formation or porphyrin binding (Figure 27).

Figure 27 Cartoon representation of cofactor placement strategies
Cofactor placement inside the scaffold protein is directed by coordination chemistry and covalent attachment. Orange pentagons
represent histidine side chain and blue hexagons represent phenylalanine, iron containing macrocycles bind at bis-histidine site and
zinc containing macrocycles bind at non-histidine sites. Quinones (red) are attached at cysteine side chains.

By making these simple changes, four helix bundle proteins have been modified to bind multiple zinc
porphyrins and quinones. Figure 28 maps the important modifications undertaken in creating the family of
potential charge separation de novo proteins. The successful use of these strategies to bind different
cofactors and monitor their electron transfer properties are discussed in this chapter.
4.1

Background

Using model proteins to elucidate electron transfer processes is a growing branch of the de novo protein
design field and represents a natural progression from the purely chemically synthesized constructs.
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Sharp et al. laid the foundation of this field when they created a four helix bundle that incorporated a
covalently attached flavin analogue (7α-bromoacetyl-10-methylisoalloxazine) that was capable of light
activated electron transfer to a coordinated heme(42). An extension of this work has recently been
published by Farid et al. (101) wherein new single chain scaffold proteins that incorporate the same flavin
analogue and heme along with single-chain scaffold proteins which bind zinc chlorine and heme were
shown to undergo light activated electron transfer in the presence of a sacrificial donor molecule in
solution.

Figure 28 Single chain protein modifications map
Schematic of single chain protein structure and sequence showing helix numbering with highlighted tryptophans and histidine
coordination sites (orange pentagons) and mutation locations for quinones and/or tyrosine (yellow hexagons).

Wydrzynski et al. have been taking steps to model photosystem II function in a redesigned bacterial
ferritin protein(41). In this work an iron heme binding protein has been modified to bind zinc chlorin and
receive an electron from a nearby tyrosine after photo excitation in the presence of sacrificial acceptor
molecule. Hay et al. were able to redesign a bacterial cytochrome B562 protein to incorporate zinc
protoporphyrin IX and showed electron transfer to an incorporated cysteine adduct quinone (102).
By utilizing zinc phthalocyanine monosulfonate (ZnPcS), zinc tetraphenylphorphyrin,(ZnTPP), and zinc
protoporphyrin IX (ZnPPIX) along with quinone adducts and tyrosine incorporation into a stable scaffold
we can expand the tool kit for de novo designed charge separation model proteins.
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4.2
4.2.1

Materials and Methods
Protein expression and purification

Genes for PHBK13, Photo (HHHF.FF), and Photo-loop synthesized (Biomatik Corp., Cambridge, ON)
with an N-terminal TEV cut site and inserted between the BgIII and XhoI restriction sites of
pET32a(+)(Novagen), protein FHHH.FF, and other point mutation were made using the QuikChange
mutagenesis Lighting kit (Agilent) following the manufacturer’s instructions. All proteins, expressed from
the plasmids described above as fusions with thioredoxin, were grown and purified via standard native
hexa-histidine tag purification methods as described in Chapter 2 Materials and Methods. Purified
proteins were dialyzed into boric acid buffer pH 9 (250 mM boric acid, 100 mM KCl)
Cysteine incorporation was verified using Ellman’s reagent assay (103, 104), HPLC (retention on C8
column with water/acetonitrile gradient 10%-90% acetonitrile in 40min), and/or non-reducing SDSpolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE).
4.2.2

Steady-state Photoreduction

Protein heterocomplex were prepared as in Chapter 2 Materials and Methods. In brief cofactors were
added sequentially, starting with heme and then ZnPcS, in 0.2 equivalent aliquots with 10 min wait
between additions. Heterocomplexes were passed over a PD-10 desalting column (GE Healthcare,
Piscataway, NJ) to remove excess DMSO and cofactor.
Samples were adjusted to have a soret absorption of 0.5 in a 1.5 mL or 3 mL screw top cuvette. Into the
sample 1 mM EDTA was added from a freshly prepared stock of 0.5 M pH 8 stock.
Light from a Kodak Carousel 4200 project was passed through an IR filter consisting of 2 inch square
glass container with deionized water and onto the sample. Samples were made anaerobic by flowing O2
scrubbed nitrogen gas over the top of the sample through needle pierced septum for a minimum of 30
minutes.
Samples were placed in the light path for set amount time and then spectra were recorded on a HP8452A
(Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, CA) diode array spectrophotometer running the Olis (Bogart, GA)
SpectralWorks software
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4.2.3

Heterocomplex formation

End point heme and zinc phthalocyanine cofactor titrations were performed on modified proteins as
described in Chapter 2. All titrations were carried out in boric acid buffer pH 9.
Photo and Photo-loop constructs with one heme were titrated against additions of Zinc
tetraphenylporphyrin (ZNTPP), and zinc protoporphyrin IX (ZnPPIX) manner as with ZnPcS. Changes in
soret maxima were followed to obtain binding in Photo construct.
For Photo-loop mixed zinc cofactor complexes samples were prepared by added sequential addition of
heme followed by ZnPPIX or ZnTPP and running protein heterocomplexes over PD-10 column. Following
this ZnPcS was added to the protein to obtain final heterocomplex state. Normalized spectra pre zinc
cofactor addition and post PD-10 were used to show cofactor incorporation.
4.2.4

Anaerobic fluorescence oxidized reduced samples.

Proteins were degassed under N2 flow that had been passed through an O2 scrubbing solution of
vanadium sulfate zinc metal in 5% sulfuric acid(82), for 30 min. Further O2 removal was carried out using
the glucose oxidase/catalase enzymatic system(83). Briefly, final O2 scrub was carried out using 2%
glucose with 25 units/ml glucose oxidase, and 250 units/ml catalase (84, 85) in the cuvette. The gene
encoding recombinant E. coli. ferredoxin-NADP reductase in pET28a was a kind gift from professor
Hargrove(86) and the protein expressed and purified by standard native nickel column purification
procedures from BL21 E. coli. Ferredoxin-NADP reductase was assayed using cytochrome C (87).
Proteins were reduced using 0.20 mM NADPH and 0.25 µM Ferredoxin-NADP reductase.
Full reduction was verified by UV-Vis spectra. Cofactor fluorescence intensities were recorded with 0.6
mm and 1.24 mm slits width for excitation and emission respectively. Excitation wavelengths of 550 nm
(ZnPPIX), 410nm (ZnPPIX) and 630nm (ZnPcS) were used for zinc protoporphyrin IX, and zinc
phthalocyanine cofactors.
4.2.5

Quinone adduct formation

Quinone adduct titrations were performed in degassed buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate 100 mM KCl
pH 7). Protein disulfide bonds were reduced by addition of 1 mM DTT to degassed protein in Boric acid
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buffer. DTT was removed by passing prepared samples over PD-10 column equilibrated in degassed pH7
buffer. Samples were placed in 1.5 mL screw top cuvettes where O 2 scrubbed N2 was continuously
passed over samples. Freshly prepared quinone CoQ0 (2,3-methoxy-5methyl-1,4-benzoquinoine) in
HPLC grade acetonitrile was used for titrations. Additions of 0.1 equivalents were added and the
difference at 302 nm was monitored following the method of Hay et al. (102). Proteins for experiments
were prepared similarly with the exception that six-fold excess quinone was allowed to react with target
protein under anaerobic conditions and excess quinone was dialyzed away.
Quinone adduct formation was verified using HPLC and non-reducing SDS-PAGE.
4.2.6

Time-resolved transient absorption spectroscopy

A custom femtosecond transient absorption spectrometer setup at the University of Connecticut in
collaboration of Nikki Mandong from Dr. Harry Franks ‘s lab was used to take room temperature transient
absorption spectroscopy The setup has been described previously described (105, 106). Briefly, a
Spectra-Physics Tsunami mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator is pumped with a continuous wave, diodepumped, Nd:YVO4 laser (Millennia, Spectra Physics). The output is amplified by a 1 kHz tunable Spitfire
Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier pumped by an Evolution Nd:YLF pump laser which generates 45 fs
pulses with an average energy of 800 mJ/pulse at 800 nm. The output beam is passed through a splitter
in which most of beam is used to pump the optical parametric oscillator (OPA-800) to generate the
excitation wavelength, here a beta-barium borate (BBO) Type I crystal was used to produce excitation
wavelengths from 500 to 600 nm by harmonic generation or sum frequency mixing. The split light is
passed through a sapphire plate to generate a continuous white light as the probing light. The assignment
of time zero was based on the maximum temporal overlap of the pump and the probe pulses. The optical
densities (OD) of samples were adjusted to 0.4–0.6 at the excitation wavelength in a cuvette with 2 mm
path length. Excitation of the samples was achieved by tuning the pump beam to 677 nm which excited
the Q band of ZnPcS. The measurements were averaged over 5 s. The pump beam had 1.2 J/pulse
energy in a 1 mm diameter spot size, which corresponded to 5.2 X 10

14

2

photons/cm pulse intensity at nm

excitation. In order to prevent photodegradation, the samples were continuously mixed using a magnetic
microstirrer and the absorption spectra before and after transient absorption experiments were taken to
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assess sample integrity. Global analysis of the time resolved spectra were made using evolution
associated differential spectra (EADS) using the methodology of van Stokum et al. (107).
Fast (ns-s) transient spectroscopy was performed on an Edinburgh Instruments LP20 flash photolysis
spectrometer. Samples were excited with laser output from an Opotek Vibrant 355 tunable laser with an
optical parametric oscillator allowing tuning from 410-800 nm. Probe light was from Xenon flash lamp in
ns to 200 s timescales while a halogen lamp was available for longer timescales. Samples were placed
in 3X3 mm fluorescent cuvettes with OD of 0.1 to 0.3 at exciting wavelength. Samples were degassed by
flowing oxygen scrubbed nitrogen over the samples; where noted glucose oxidase catalase was used.
Decays were fit using exponential least squares fitting algorithms from manufacturer’s software.
Time resolved fluorescence. Samples were placed in 1.5 mL screw top cuvettes and degassed with the
same procedures for oxidized reduced fluorescence samples.
4.3

Characterizing Photo constructs

The ability to control global macrocycle placement in a designed protein scaffold by using central metal
coordination preferences has been demonstrated in the previous chapter. HHHF and FHHH show that
stable heterocomplexes can be formed by simple addition of cofactors in correct order. With the ultimate
goal of creating a charge separation domain, the removal of redox active tryptophans from the zinc
cofactor biding site becomes a priority. Tryptophan residues are known to be redox active and can
participate in electron transfer reactions and quench energy transfers (108). Removing and replacing the
tryptophans is non-trivial. Minor modifications in amino acid sequence can have major effects on protein
structure and function. Thus the two binding site proximate tryptophans were mutated to the slightly
smaller aromatic side chain phenylalanine;. In concert with this, the connecting strap between helix two
and three was extended by two glycines to allow more room for large macrocycle cofactors resulting in a
new protein: HHHF-Photo. To create a simple three cofactor binding protein, histidine amino acids were
added to loops one and three to create a second bis-histidine site, this second new protein is called
HHHF-Photo-loop. A third protein, PHBK13, with modifications stemming from work on HP7 by Zhang et
al. (109) and Negron et al. (98) was constructed with an additional cysteine in the loop between helix one
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and two. PHBK13 incorporated amino acid changes designed to stabilize binding structure and increase
heme affinity based on computational work from Negron et al. and stopped flow gaseous ligand binding
experiments from Zhang et al.
4.3.1

Heme binding to Photo constructs

Figure 29 Photo Heme binding electrochemical characterization
(A) Ferric heme binding to 10 M Photo. Inset shows tight binding of 1EQ of heme at 412 nm versus equivalents heme added. (B)
Equilibrium potentiometric titration of Photo. Inset shows Nernst fit of 1 electron (-271 mV). (C) Ferrous heme binding of Photo. Inset
shows trace of 426 nm versus M heme added with Kd of 1.4 M-1.

The first step in heterocomplex formation is heme binding. We have characterized the heme binding
properties of these proteins. Figure 29 shows Photo protein heme binding characterization. Tight ferric
heme binding was seen with an equivalence point of one heme molecule per bundle (Figure 29A).
Equilibrium potentiometric titration on Photo (Figure 29B) and ferrous heme binding (Figure 29C) give a
midpoint potential of -273 mV and a Kdred of 1.4 M allowing the calculation of Kdox of 180 pM. These
results are slightly shifted from the parent protein but consistent with a bis-histidine coordinated de novo
designed protein (110, 111). Similar results were found with the other constructs and their properties are
tabulated in Table 4.
Table 4 Heme properties in Photo constructs
FHHH.ff

HHHF.ff (Photo)

Photo-loop

PHBK13

110

180

700

120

Kdrd (nM)

400±100

700±300

300±100

EM (mV)

-272±2.6

-273±2

-233±4

90±60
-230±4

Protein
a

Kdox (pM)

a

PHBK13 CoQ

-218±3

Calculated using thermodynamic cycles (89)

The addition of coordinating amino acids in the loops of the four -helix scaffold adds a second bishistidine binding site into the architecture. The increased degree of freedom from the glycine loops and
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their intrinsic disorder introduced an unusual motif in maquette heme binding. While this is an unusual
motif in four helix bundles, it is known in the context of natural heme binding proteins; for example, the
well-characterized cytochrome b5 has its bis histidine ligands originating from the loops in a helix loop
helix domain (112, 113). Figure 30A shows ferric heme binding to 3 M Photo–loop in pH 9 boric acid
buffer. The break in soret absorption indicates that two heme cofactors bind to the protein. This is the first
de novo protein designed to bind heme cofactors in the loops, opening up the scaffold to new binding
sites that may be exploited to create a three cofactor binding protein.

Figure 30 Photo loop ferric heme binding and Nernst curve
(A) Ferric heme binding to 3 M Photo-loop protein. Inset shows absorbance at 412 nm and a breakpoint of 2 equivalents heme per
protein. (B) Equilibrium reduction potential titration of two heme Photo-loop showing a Nernst fit to one electron and an Em of -233
mV

4.3.2

Zinc cofactors binding to Photo constructs

Figure 31 Zinc Cofactors

Photo-loop binds two heme cofactors in the two bis-histidine coordinating sites leaving the third monohistidine site open to bind a penta-coordinate ligand. To expand the repertoire of the four helix bundle
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scaffold, new zinc cofactors were bound. The new cofactors shown in Figure 31 are zinc
tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP) and zinc protoporphyrin IX (ZnPPIX). These two cofactors offer the same
coordination as ZnPcS and are also light activated electron donating molecules (33, 114). These new
cofactors were bound to Photo-loop after the addition of two equivalents of heme. Figure 32 shows
spectral characterization of these new complexes. To determine if electron transfer occurs between the
photo active cofactors and the nearby heme, molecular steady state fluorescence with ferric and ferrous
heme was carried out. An increase in fluorescence intensity in the ferrous state is indicative of a
functional electron transfer pathway. The dashed lines in Figure 32 show an increase in fluorescence in
the ferrous heme state for Photo-loop protein indicating that electron transfer may be taking place.
Further study on Photo-loop was carried out with two zinc cofactors in the bundle.

Figure 32 Photo-Loop Oxidized and Reduced UV-Vis and Fluorescence with Zn cofactors
Oxidized (black lines) and reduced (red lines) absorbance (solid lines) and normalized fluorescence (dashed lines) of Photo loop
with 1EQ heme and ZnPcS (A), ZnPPIX (B), and ZnTPP (C).

Previous studies with HP7 and H10H24 had shown that the scaffold is capable of binding zinc
protoporphyrin IX with penta coordination at a bis histidine site (59, 61). Knowing that heme binding preorganizes the bundle for zinc cofactor ligation and that the progenitor protein HP7 also binds heme
sequentially (61) we endeavored to add two different zinc macrocycles to the heme bound Photo-loop
protein. Figure 33 shows a cofactor binding assay of Photo-loop protein where heme, ZnPPIX or ZnTPP,
and ZnPcS were sequentially bound. These heterocomplexes were able to pass over sizing columns
intact demonstrating that three distinct cofactors can be bound in a single four -helix bundle. With the
three cofactors in the bundle, it is important to determine if the cofactors are positioned to allow for energy
and/or electron transfer.
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Figure 33 Photo-loop Heterocomplexes with ZnTPP, and ZnPPIX
(A) Normalized spectra of Photo –loop post PD-10 with 1 equivalent Heme (black line), Heme:ZnPPIX (red line), and
Heme:ZnPPIX:ZnPcS (Blue line). (B) Normalized spectra of Photo –loop post PD-10 with 1 equivalent Heme (black
line),Heme:ZnTPP (red line), and Heme:ZnTPP:ZnPcS (Blue line).(C) and (D) are the resulting difference spectra showing the
insertion of the two zinc cofactors.

Energy transfer in Photo-loop heterocomplexes
The fluorescence spectra of ZnPPIX and ZnTPP overlap with the absorbance of ZnPcS in the Q band
region on the phthalocyanine. This overlap can be used to assay energy transfer by Förster resonance
energy transfer or FRET. By titrating ZnPcS into samples that contain one heme and either one ZnPPIX
or ZnTPP, energy transfer can be shown by monitoring the intensity of fluorescence from ZnPcS when
either ZnPPIX or ZnTPP are excited. Figure 34 shows the results of this assay. Photo-loop with ZnPPIX
(Figure 34A) exhibits a large decrease in ZnPPIX fluorescence (595 and 647 nm) induced by ZnPcS
addition with concomitant increase in ZnPcS fluorescence (688 nm). Similar results are found with ZnTPP
(Figure 34B) where ZnTPP fluorescence (609 nm) deceases with a concomitant increase in ZnPcS (685
nm) intensity. Clearly the cofactors in the loop and the mono-histidine site are in communication.

Photo heterocomplex formation
To simplify the study of the electron transfer properties, ZnPcS and ZnPPIX proteins Photo and PHBK13
were used. These proteins are modifications of HHHF with tryptophans removed from the zinc cofactor
binding site. To ensure that these new constructs bind cofactor similarly to HHHF, the same binding
assays for binding to HHHF and FHHH were carried out on Photo (Figure 35) and PHBK13 (Figure 38).
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These binding titrations show that the removal of the tryptophans did not change the ratio of
phthalocyanine binding; however some subtle changes to the spectra have occurred. The absorptivity of
the phthalocyanine cofactor has decreased and there has been some broadening of Q band peaks. The
relevant spectral handles have remained: fluorescence intensity change upon dimer formation and the
ratios of Q band and B band intensities.

Figure 34 FRET in Photo loop protein
(A) Absorbance and fluorescence of Photo-Loop protein bound with heme and ZnPPIX (black line) as ZnPcS is added (blue lines) 3
M complex. Decrease in ZnPPIX fluorescence (595 and 647 nm) and increase in ZnPcS (688 nm) shows energy transfer within the
protein sample when excited at 410 nm. (B) Absorbance and fluorescence of 3 M Photo-Loop with one equivalent heme and
ZnTPP as ZnPcS is added. Decrease in ZnTPP fluorescence (609 nm) and increase in ZnPcS (685 nm) shows energy transfer
sample when excited at 430 nm.

Figure 35 ZnPcS binding titration into Photo protein
3 M Photo protein bound to 1 equivalent of heme titrated against 0.2 equivalent additions of ZnPcS in DMF. Inset: ratio plot of
phthalocyanine Q band and B band intensity versus equivalents of ZnPcS added showing 1:1 binding
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Photo induced electron transfer
As a preliminary check for electron transfer, the use of steady state illumination with a sacrificial electron
donor is a standard test for photo activity (42, 101). The buildup of electrons on the heme acceptor is
accomplished by purging the system of oxygen through N2 flow and using EDTA to rapidly fill the primary
donor, blocking back electron transfer. The reaction of Photo with Heme and ZnPcS is seen in Figure 36.

Figure 36 ZnPcS photo reduction of heme
Steady state reduction of Heme in Photo protein with ZnPcS. Samples were illuminated with light from a tungsten lamp passed
through a 580nm band pass filter. Inset: time-dependent change of soret absorbance at 426 nm fit to a single exponential giving a fit
of 22 min

Quinone Adducts
Experiments with FRET and oxidized and reduced fluorescence of Photo-loop and Photo proteins have
shown that the cofactors are in energetic communication. To further facilitate the transfer of electrons,
bridging quinones were placed within the scaffold and in loop 1. Quinones are the final electron acceptor
in photosystems and work by Hay et al. (102) had shown that they can act as acceptors in model proteins
and therefore be used to monitor electron transfer.
Figure 37A outlines the strategy for quinone attachment and Figure 37C shows the titration of quinone
CoQ0 (Figure 39) to PHBK13. This attachment was fast and complete. Non-reducing SDS-PAGE analysis
of unreacted and 1 equivalent quinone showed disulfide dimers (~ 30 kDa) in the unreacted sample and
all monomer (~15 kDa) in the quinone adduct sample. With adduct formation confirmed and
characterized, all new samples were made by bulk addition of excess freshly prepared quinone to
disulfide reduced proteins under anaerobic conditions. SDS-PAGE analysis confirmed quinone additions.
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Figure 37 Quinone attachment strategy
(A)Schematic of quinone adduct chemistry. (B) Spectral signature of oxidized (dotted line) and reduced (solid line) CoQ0 (from Hay
et al.). (C) Titration of CoQ0 into protein with cysteine modified loop monitored 300 nm shows 1:1 adduct formation

Figure 38 PHBK13 CoQ0 adduct heme and ZnPcS binding
(A) Heme binding to 10 M PHBK13 CoQ0 adduct insert 412 nm trace versus equivalent heme added. (B) ZnPcS titration in 3 M
PHBK13 inset fluorescence at 690 nm showing a break at one equivalent.

After demonstrating quinone adduct formation, heme and other cofactor titrations were performed to
demonstrate that quinone adducts had no apparent effect on cofactor binding. As seen in Figure 38,
PHBK13 CoQ0 adduct displays unaffected heme and ZnPcS binding. Similar results were seen with
Photo quinone adducts with 2-3-methoxy-5-methyl-1,4-benzoquinone (CoQ0), 2-methyl-1,4-
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CoQ0
2,3-dimethoxy-5-methy-1,4benzoquinone

MNQ
2-methyl-1,4naphthoquinone

Plumbagin
5-hydroxy-2-methyl-1,4naphthoquinone

Figure 39 Quinone molecular diagrams

naphthaloquinone (MNQ), and 5-hydroxy-2-methyl-1,4-napthoquinone (Plumbagin) both in loop
modifications an internal helix sites.
Electrochemical assays were carried out on both free and adduct quinones demonstrating that the
cysteine adducts and the protein environment has minimal impact on the electrochemical characteristics
of the attached quinones. Figure 40 shows the Nernst plots for quinones CoQ0 and plumbagin. Plumbagin
and CoQ0 showed moderate shift to higher potential in the protein. Plumbagin shifted from -44 mV to 1
mV while CoQ0 shifted from 185 mV to 155 mV. This differs from the reported values of E

7
M

80 mV (115)

and 200mV (102); a full list is shown in Table 5. These changes in free quinone potentials can be
accounted for by the fact that the potential measurements were performed at pH 9. The protein
environment and adduct formation have been shown to have minimal impact on quinone potentials (102,
116).

Figure 40 Nernst fits for Plumbagin and CoQ0 in Buffer and Photo protein
Equilibrium potential titrations of free (filled symbols) and protein adducts (open symbols) for Plumbagin (circles) are -44 mV and 1
mV respectively, and CoQ0 (squares) are 185 mV and 155 mV respectively.
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Table 5 Quinone electrochemical potentials
Quinone
Plumbagin
5-Hydroxy-2methylnaphthalquinone
CoQ0
2,3-Dimethoxy-5methylbenzoquinone
MNQ
2-Methylnaphthalquinone

Em PHBK13
(mV)

Em solution
(mV)

Em Lit
(mV)

E1 Lit
(mV)

G from excited
ZnPPIX

1±2

-44±2

-80a

-160a

-0.993

155±5

185±4

200b

30b

-1.183

nd

nd

-30a

-170a

-0.983

a Ref (102)
b Ref (115)

To determine if Photo does electron transfer or energy transfer, we performed oxidized and reduced
fluorescence intensity assays. As shown in Figure 41, ZnPcS and heme inside Photo do not show the
increases in fluorescence in the reduced state that are the hallmark of energy or electron transfer. In
Figure 41B, the same assay is performed with quinone in the loop and increased fluorescence is seen.
This preliminary data suggests electron transfer from the ZnPcS to the quinone.

Figure 41 Oxidized and reduced fluorescence comparison of ZnPcS to heme and CoQ0
(A) Steady state fluorescence intensity change of Photo protein bound to one heme and ZnPcS and (B) fluorescence intensity
change with Photo with one heme and CoQ0 adduct in loop.

Since a large fluorescence change indicates an electron transfer mechanism in the relaxation of the
excited state, we decided to do time-resolved spectroscopy to quantitatively monitor these electron
transfer events. To this end, we used a series of quinones with different one electron midpoint potentials
in the loop. These quinones are all at a fixed distance from the zinc cofactor of approximately 7 Å
according to an idealized model based on a Pymol generated model using ProtCAD software program
with the help of Dr. Vikas Nanda. The quinones used were CoQ 0, MNQ, and plumbagin. Their structures
are shown in Figure 39
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Figure 42 Fluorescence intensity change oxidized and reduced quinone
Normalized steady state fluorescence of ZnPPIX in Photo with different quinone adducts in loop used for lifetime experiments.(A)
MNQ, (B) Plumbagin, and (C) CoQ0

One of the hallmarks of electron transfer is a change in fluorescence or excited state lifetime (117). Light
activated electron transfer requires an excited state. The excitation of a molecule creates a new state that
has an intrinsic lifetime based on the pathways for decay. These decay pathways are outlined in Figure
43. The intrinsic lifetime of this state is a spectroscopic handle that can be used to assay electron
transfer. This can be either a fluorescence lifetime or a transient absorption lifetime. By having an
acceptor nearby the rate of decay of the excited state may be modulated based on the rate that the
electron is transferred to the acceptor. The change in lifetime of the excited state may be interpreted to be
the electron transfer rate difference without the acceptor and with the acceptor according to the equation
below (118) where  is the lifetime and ket is the electron transfer rate.
(22)

Photo and Photo-loop with heme and ZnPcS were subjected to fluorescence lifetime measurements in
oxidized and reduced states. No changes were seen (data not shown), suggesting that electron transfer
is either not taking place or is happening on a timescale faster than 2 ns, the limit of the apparatus.
Lifetime changes were found in Photo bound to ZnPPIX with a quinone adduct, recapitulating Hay et al.’s

Table 6 Calculated electron transfer rates for quinone adducts
E1
Quinone
(mV)
kET (sec)
log rate
G (eV)
Coq

30

60700000

7.783

-1.381

MNQ

-200

43300000

7.637

-1.181

Plumb

-160

92000000

7.964

-1.191
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results in cytochrome b562 (102). In Figure 44, we show the plot of the three quinones successfully
added to the loop. While Hay et al. (102) were able to use additional quinones including those with higher
potential, in our work, we were unable to add these adducts. Addition of quinones with open Michael
centers in addition to the center that is used in the cysteine adduct resulted in rapid degradation of the de
novo protein. This may stem from the fact that cytochrome b562 has a more robust, stable structure or

Figure 43 Simplified Jablonski diagram of electronic transitions in complexes
When a ground state electron is excite by a photon (black arrow) it creates an excreted state P*state that can relax by non-radiative
decay (dash arrow) to the ground fluorescence, fluoresce (solid red arrow), or cross over to the triplet state T or transfer to an
acceptor A (purple arrows). The triplet state may phosphoresce (second red arrow).

from poor handling on the part of the researcher. The three quinones employed do not span a large free
energy space making them unable to define a Marcus curve. Shown in Figure 44 are representative
curves. One fit to a  of 1 eV and the other fit to a  of 0.7 eV. These two were chosen as 0.7 eV is the
consensus of the Dutton-Moser Ruler (22) and 1.0eV is the standard that Hay et al. employ. The results
used to make the figure are shown in Table 6.

The ultimate goal was to be able to get the electron to the heme. The rationale being that the heme would
be the final acceptor. As indicated by fluorescence decay and steady state fluorescence intensity
changes in the oxidized and reduced states, it appears as if the heme does not participate in these
electron transfers. To address this, quinones were placed into the interior of the bundle to bridge the
electron to the heme – acting like internal mediators to bring the electron to its final acceptor. At the same
time, tyrosines were inserted to serve as back filling donors creating a model photosynthetic triad
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Figure 44 Marcus curves for lifetime data
Plot of kET for quinones in loops form ZnPPIX. Green curve is fit to  =1eV and pink curve  = 0.7eV

Figure 45 Ultra-fast Spectroscopy on ZnPcS in heterocomplexes
The bottom panels are evolution associated difference spectra (EADS) which were obtained from the global fitting of the transient
absorption datasets according to a sequential decay model
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4.3.3

Ultrafast spectroscopy on model PCTs

Photo-modified was created with cysteine at position 86 and tyrosine at position 93 to address the issues
discussed above. The following proteins were bound to ZnPcS and subjected to femtosecond transient
absorption spectroscopy: Photo-86C93Y:iron porphyrin, Photo-86MNQ93Y:iron porphyrin, and the control
protein Photo:iron porphyrin. The control protein Photo bound to iron porphyrin and ZnPcS showed an
excited state decay of over a nanosecond corroborating the nanosecond spectroscopy and the
fluorescence lifetime experiments done earlier. Adding a tyrosine at position 93 decreased the lifetime
and adding a quinone to the tyrosine decreases the lifetime further. Results are shown in Figure 45. The
results of global fit analysis of those two constructs only indicate that ZnPcS is involved in the decay. If,
during this decay, another state is seen, any changes in species present could be deconvoluted out of the
time slices using EADS. It appears that we are quenching the excited state but not creating another
visible state. The goal was to observe a time evolution of reduced iron porphyrin, but this goal was not
met.
ZnPPIX samples of the same complexes were then assayed on the nanosecond machine. Shown in the
other two figures are the transient decays of the triplet lifetime of ZnPPIX in Photo with tyrosine and
quinone adduct. Figure 46 shows the triplet state lifetime of ZnPPIX in Photo indicating that the addition
of tyrosine had no effect on the overall lifetime. The addition of tyrosine and quinone had a more rapid
decay indicating that the quinone has the same effect on ZnPPIX as it does on ZnPcS. Tabulated results
of the exponential fits can be seen in Table 7.

Table 7 ZnPPIX triplet lifetimes in Photo heterocomplexes
Anaerobic
Sample

Aerobic

T1 (sec)

T2 (sec)

T1 (sec)

Photo heme

6000

83000

6.4

Photo 93Y

5000

66000

6.6

25

46

3.9

Photo 86MNQ 93Y
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4.0
3.5

Delta OD/10

-2

3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
0

5

10

15

20
Time/us

25

30

35

Figure 46 ZnPPIX decay in Triad aerobic
Photo ZnPPIX heme (blue) Photo ZnPPIX 93Y (pink) and MNQ, 93Y (green)

Figure 47 Photo ZnPPIX anaerobic transient absorption traces with quinone and tyrosine
Pink trance in Photo heme:ZnPPIX, blue trace Photo heme:ZnPPIX tyrosine, and green trace Photo heme:ZnPPIX tyrosine MNQ86
all 100 msec traces. Inset Photo heme:ZnPPIX tyrosine MNQ86 15 msec trace.

ZnPPIX is known to have a microsecond triplet lifetime. To assess this, the assay had to be performed
anaerobically. Figure 47 shows microsecond lifetime decays for ZnPPIX bound Photo with tyrosine and
quinone adduct. All decays could be fit to two exponential functions indicating a biphasic process with two
distinct decay components, one a rapid decay and the other a much slower component as shown in
Figure 47 and Table 7. The addition of the quinone, in both cases, speeds the decay to ground state,
indicating that a good architecture has been established for charge separation.
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4.4

Future Directions

In order to make a more complete biomimetic artificial charge separation domain, we will create a
chimeric protein with B562 attached to the N terminus. This is an attractive strategy because previous
work in the Noy lab linking HP7 to a light harvesting protein was able to show communication between
the light harvesting protein and HP7 bound zinc-bacteriochlorophyllide and zinc-mesoporphyrin (119). We
intend to create two constructs linking cytochrome B562 to the N- and C-terminal end of Photo. The goal
is to provide a low potential heme to backfill the primary donor facilitating charge separation. We have
already created and expressed the chimeric proteins for this work.
Another approach is to link our proteins to a graphene electrode which would tunable source of electrons.
In order to try to manufacture a lower potential acceptor to increase the points in the poorly defined
Marcus curve shown in Figure 44, we will attach the acceptor viologen via click chemistry. The viologen
would provide us with a -400 mV one electron potential acceptor. The methionine mutants needed for
these experiments have already been created.
In order to obtain a full picture of the electron transfer mechanism in Photo, the quinone adducts could be
moved along the alpha helix of the four helix bundle in 3.5 Å increments. A model of this is shown in
Figure 48. These constructs have been created and expressed.

Figure 48 Pymol model of bridging quinone positions
Pymol rendered model of Photo protein with bridging quinone locations (grey)
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The model PCT mentioned in the previous section is not truly linear. The tyrosine is not in line with the
donor and the acceptor. To remedy this, the tyrosine can be moved to the loop, creating a linear .
Molecular biology is done, needs to be characterized.
If you had the hook up to the electrode and varied the potential, either inject or accept photo driven you
should be able to see current on a biased electrode.
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